
 

 

 

 

Session 2020-21 (COVID-19 Session) has been a memorable one for some unwanted reasons. What we all 

have faced and are still facing is no less than a catastrophe. Despite such adverse conditions, we have, so far, 

stood firmly. 
 

As the saying goes, "Prosperity makes friends but adversity tries them" and our esteemed parents have 

proven it that they are with us. 
 

Thanks for your trust and selfless support during this hour of need. Coming back to the academics, let me 

convey it to you all that as soon as this pandemic is over and circumstances become normal, we shall resume 

routine studies. It's an earnest plea that you should also try to motivate your children to attend online 

sessions, regardless of the prevailing scourge. 
 

"A stitch in time saves nine". At this critical juncture, when the scourge is aggravating, it would be perilous to 

reopen citadels of learning. I am quite hopeful that you will comprehend the gravity of prevailing 

circumstances and continue to support us. 
 

Glimpses of some major Academic/Non-Academic activities held during the session 2020-21. In CBSE Class XII 

Board Examination 2020, overall 193 students appeared and out of which 36 students scored 90+ percentage 

in all three streams. The toppers names are in Commerce Stream Pranjali Goel secured 98.4%, Pankhuri 

Agarwal 96.8%, Anushree Verma 95.8%. In Science Stream Karamveer Singh secured 96.6%, Sanskriti Pandey 

96%, Anant Kumar Nayak 95%. In Humanities Stream Aklanshu Maindoliya secured 97.6%. Roshni Agarwal 

95.8%, Anshika Gaur 95.6% and many more. 
 

In CBSE Class X Board Examination 2020, overall 135 students appeared and out of which 15 students scored 

90+ percentage in all. The toppers names are Insha Ayman Secured 97.8%, Isha Sakhuja 97.6%, Krishni Bansal 

97.6%, Tanishka Saharawat 96.8%, Maanvi Chauhan 96.6%, Priyanshi Saini 96.2%, Hitesh Rawat 96% and many 

more. 
 

Despite of all adverse circumstances Samar Study Hall emerged out as warrior by organizing all possible 

Academic/Non-Academic activities on an entirely new platform of Online learning i.e. E-care Pro app, Genius 

Corner & Zoom. Examinations were too held on the E-care Pro app with close monitoring by the faculty 

members. 
 

We conducted various Quizes, Art Competitions, Yoga Activities, Festive Activities and other exiting 

competitions including Inter School Poetry Competition in collaboration with Rotary Club of Kashipur in which 

there were Cash Prizes and Certificate to winners and participants respectively during the session which were 

profoundly welcomed by the students. 
 

I am quite overwhelmed by the great gesture of our benevolent parents who have joined hands with us in 

these turbulent times to ensure that no obstacle can hinder our determination to conduct uninterrupted 

online sessions. Every dark cloud has a silver lining, likewise, Tough times do not last but Tough people do.  

Remain safe and healthy! 

We, pray to the Almighty that we all emerge out of the pandemic situation of COVID-19 with good health. 

Anuj Bhatia 

Principal 


